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Tamil (tah-muhl) Meet Anthem
 (Semmozhi)

“Tamil Meet Anthem” is a song written in Tamil, a language that is almost two thousand years 

old. Tamil is one of the longest surviving classical languages in the world1. It has been described as "the  

only language of contemporary India which is recognizably continuous with a classical past"2 and having 

"one of the richest literatures in the world"3. - en.wikipedia.org4 - These facts of the Tamil language was 

so ingrained in me that I took it for granted until I heard this song. This song, a tribute to my mother 

tongue, made me realize its importance. My early learning years with this language was difficult at best, 

thus my enthusiasm to learn the language or to deepen my knowledge kept dwindling as I grew older 

eventually coming to a stand-still at the age of 15 when I gave up the learning in pursuit of everything 

else. 

I remember the very first time I listened to this song. It was my first long vacation back home, 

and I was quietly settling into my sedentary lifestyle. It was a Sunday morning and my sister called me up 

to her room and said, “You need to listen to this. It’s amazing!” She had set up her speakers, all 8 of 

them, and had connected her IPod to it. And as befits my usual style I kept bombarding her with questions 

and annoying her as much as I could, a sister’s prerogative. She shushed me and set the song to ‘play’. I 

have never been a loud music kind of person, as the blaring noise offends me and I somehow feel the life 

of the music is lost among the noise. But this song in all its glorious notes moved me and made my heart 

beat a little bit faster. This song woke me up to a language that I was born with, a language so ancient that 

its rich heritage was meant to be cherished and not shunned for lack of grades. 

The song begins with birth, the birth of the human race giving birth to this language, a language 

now in existence around the world. It makes war a backward notion paving way to peace. It is not just a 

1  Steever, Sanford B. "The Dravidian languages", First Published (1998), pp. 6–9. ISBN 0-415-10023-2
2 Kamil Zvelebil, The Smile of Murugan Leiden 1973, p11-12
3 George L. Harte and Hank Heifetz, The Forest Book of the Ramayana of Kampan University of California Press, 
1988, p1
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_language#cite_note-Circulation_and_the_Historical_Geog-5
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tool of communication but a way of life. The scriptures are old and abundant; they teach you and make 

you. The scholars of this language are all a part of one’s growth. They are embedded in one’s life. They 

are the essence of the language and this song. This song was penned by Kalaignar M. Karunanidhi and 

composed by A.R.Rahman  of “Jai Ho”  Fame. 

Experiencing this song made me want to experience my language. I made a vow to myself to 

learn and better understand this language from which I come from, and a part of which I will forever be. I 

understood I had a duty to keep this language alive, in me.

Youtube link - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRITPjraXgA

நநநநநநநநநந நநந நநநநந நநநநநநநநந. The finest language, the golden language.

Chirping Mynahs

Language: Tamil Composer: A.R.Rahman Poet: Vairamuthu

A mischievous country (lass) girl is the subject of this song. This song encapsulates this innocent 

girl with all her delusions. The picture perfect life of a country bred girl is so well portrayed that being a 

city girl I greatly missed. Sometimes the innocence of the country air is enough to make one dream. And 

so dream I did, when I saw and heard this song as it takes me back to the lush greenery I would have 

loved.

She calls out to the mynahs asking them to gather around her at the very sound of her voice. And 

she wants to celebrate Diwali (festival of lights) today, because tomorrow is a dream and she doesn’t 

want to set store by the future. She is a girl who wishes to live life today, because it’s already here. There 

is a time in every person’s life when this occurs, this fever to live life comes with the knowledge that your 

time is limited and that happens on a holiday to a new unexplored part of the world. I have felt that way 

on every vacation I have ever taken. The mad rush to get ready in the morning as early as possible to take 
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in as much as you can in the day ahead, to meet the new sites and mingle with new faces, the novelty of 

the experience, all of this and the new food of course makes me live life a day at a time as I deem fit. 

Impatience is the virtue of the young. Well, why you may ask? Because here is a girl who wants 

the rose to bloom the day she planted the seed. The minute I heard that sentence I knew I wanted that too. 

It was before I planted my first seed and realized what growing up entailed. She also wants the moon 

amidst daylight and rainbow to enrich her night sky. Did I mention she was a dreamer? But I liked it, so I 

set my grey cells scheming to make this a reality in my world of imagination. Her next quest are the 

dreams themselves. She wonders at the possibility of 6 dreams coming true in place of the 100 she 

actually dreamed. So that’s when I discovered what daydreaming was. This attitude of ‘why not’ is a 

luxury of the young that I envy now that I am not so young anymore. Before life catches up, everybody is 

delusional and that is truly amazing! And finally, she demands that the seasons change to suit her moods. 

That would culminate at the height of perfection for me. I do hate Utah weather.

நநநந நநநநநந நநநநநநநநநந நநநநந நநநநநந நநநநநநநநநந நநநநநந நநநநநநநநநந 

The dawn of a future is for the almighty, the essence of today is but for humans, yet the sands of 

life are for those who yearn to live.
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